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Begin your exploration by learning what creates
Wonderland 2.0 and what content you'll find within
it. Check out this guide to learn about the basics of

Wonderland 2.0.
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Escape to a world of wonder & mystery. Fun &
games. Crime & conspiracy. Wonderland 2.0 is an

alternative online game, realm & site experience for
aliceisawake.com. Designed to be an ever evolving

expanding world of it's own, all while showcasing our
latest products, services, news, concepts, games, & of

course the music! 
  

In this dystopian yet modern cyber city, you'll be
able to explore & interact in a variety of unique &
fun ways. There are secrets around every corner,

criminals to be found, games to play, areas to
explore, rewards to earn, products to buy, art, music,

videos, corporate conspiracies & so much more! 
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INTERESTINTERESTINTEREST

Throughout Wonderland 2.0
you will find special icons

which are known as "Points
of Interest." Clicking on these

icons will take you into an
area to explore and/or to

interact with. They are always
the same shape with an

illuminated ring displaying a
logo, landmark or picture

inside the icon itself.
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When you enter Wonderland 2.0
you will see various locations,

hubs, & districts where you can
explore. Usually found as

"Points of Interest." However,
you may get to these main hubs

via the city taxi or by
exploration. Entering these

areas will open up new smaller
locations within. You may find
shops, bars, games, activities,
secrets, & more throughout

these locations.
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Wonderland 2.0 features unique shops throughout the city,
with more coming in the near future! Check them out by

clicking on the icon "Shops." 
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MAD HATTERMAD HATTERMAD HATTER
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The Chapters is the main shop
for "The Chapters" albums &
music downloads. You will find

every album from Alice Is
Awake at this store.
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The Ice Cream Shoppe is a
unique custom designer shoe
store. These italian crafted
high end shoes are some of
the newest official merch! 
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find licensed beats and make
your next hit! 
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If you'd like some quick
access around Wonderland

2.0, you can find Taxi
"Points of Interest"

throughout the streets of
Wonderland 2.0. From
inside the taxi you may

select your desired
destination.
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In Addition, you may come
across Taxi Icons such as

the one displayed to the left.
Clicking on these Icons

while in the maps will also
bring the Taxi to you. 
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Criminals & gangs exist
within Wonderland 2.0.
You may come across

them as you explore the
city. Visit W.A.S.P. for

more information. 
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Wonderland Authority
Security & Protection

better known as
W.A.S.P. are the

primary law enforcement
agency for Wonderland

2.0. You can find out
who's most wanted, file
reports & check public

records at their
Headquarters.
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You will find a wide
variety of mini games as
you explore Wonderland
2.0. These type of games
are usually easy to find,
simple, and fun to play!
No need to download

anything and they are all
FREE to play. 
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more complex, puzzling,

& may even integrate
real life activity. Virtual

reality & simulation
often fall into this
category as well. 
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The corporations that control Wonderland 2.0 are
known as the "Pillars of Stone." They consist of three
major corporations that are the umbrellas over smaller

corporations and businesses that operate within
Wonderland 2.0 & under corporate law.
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 Don't be afraid to click on
random pictures, NPCs, or other

graphics & scenes. You never
know what could lead where and
what could be a link to a hidden

location or how to get there.
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As you explore and encounter
games, you may have to make

choices as well. These choices will
have different tasks or even links to
take you into unexplored areas of

the website. Choices may affect your
gameplay and are part of the

experience as well.
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REWARDSREWARDSREWARDS

There is a reward system and even
more fun reward concepts coming to

Wonderland 2.0. Playing and
completing certain games or doing

things like getting onto leaderboards
can definitely be rewarding. Players

can earn rewards from digital coupons
to digital gift cards, as well as badges

& access to locked content.
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show you where those secrets are
and some may be rewarding.
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You may find hidden paths,
classified locations or locked

areas that require certain
navigation and/or codebreaking.
Finding access may have benefits

of their own. 
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There are conspiracies and
networks of groups that can be
found in Wonderland 2.0. The

more you play the deeper you'll
go....shhhh
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We truly hope your visit to Wonderland 2.0 is an experience
that will leave a lasting impression. One where you'd like to

come back to explore more. There are plans to bring new
areas to explore, shops, games, activties, rewards, and much

more to Wonderland 2.0 in the very near future. 
  

Including a game/project that has been in the works for
years...where your choices will ultimately affect how you play

the game and how the game is playing YOU.
  

Exploring Wonderland and unlocking the deeper mysteries
that surround the city are some of the key factors of what
makes this online realm & experience unique on it's own. 

  
We welcome any feedback, suggestions, comments & ideas to
help improve the overall experience for Wonderland 2.0. Feel

free to reach out to admin@aliceisawake.com
  

Thank you for checking out the guide and hope you enjoy
your visit! Here is the link: 

  
  
  
  

-Roman Knight
Nuworld Media Group, LLC
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